
“The whole world is a series of miracles, but we're so used to them we call them ordinary things.”
―Hans Christian Andersen

Creating this production of The Snow Queen in the middle of the polar vortex in Chicago has 

brought a whole new meaning to the line "winter never lasts forever." Traveling through the snow and rain 

and ice each day to the evolving performance space is not easy for anyone, but, once arrived, the passion, 

the dedication, and the incredible belief in the mission that exuded from the Filament Theatre Ensemble 

generated the blazing fire of energy that brought this show to life. The Snow Queen is about the strength to 

preserver through the most extreme storms . Gerda must travel to the end of the world to rescue her best 

friend, carried forward by only her inner strength and dedication to someone she loves. This theme 

beautifully parallels the work of this team and the creation of this theater over the last two weeks. 

Hans Christian Andersen's fairytales transcend age. He writes stories that champion selflessness 

over selfishness, compassion over revenge, and community over isolation. He speaks to children and 

adults alike, luring us in with his fantastical worlds and magical characters and then driving home his 

message about the responsibility we all have to speak the truth and rescue each other from the clutches of 

The Snow Queen. He creates landscapes of unimaginable beauty and invents characters who contain all 

the exotic variation of life. His fairytales are magical myths that carry us into the darkest, coldest places of 

our lives, and bravely shine a warm sun to melt down frozen walls. This production has used Andersen 

himself as an inspiration for the stage adaptation.

So Welcome! Warm yourself with friendship, share a glass of hot chocolate generously donated by 

neighboring business City News Cafe, and hold each other close as you journey to the palace of The Snow 

Queen!

-Allegra Libonati (Director)

A.R.T. Resident Director

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/6378.Hans_Christian_Andersen

